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Introduction 

The PUCO and Ohio utilities, with input from prospective Certified Suppliers (suppliers), have 
adopted Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) as the standard electronic communication method 
for exchanging data between Electric Distribution Utilities (EDUs) and suppliers.  EDI 
transactions are designed to automate and streamline the typical repetitive business 
transactions that occur between EDUs and suppliers.  The Operational Support Plan of Ohio 
(OSPO) Electronic Data Exchange Working Group has identified the EDI transaction sets that 
will be used in Ohio.  These transaction sets describe processes for Customer Enrollments, 
Historical Usage, Changes in Customer Accounts, and Billing and Invoicing. 

This document describes the business processes and the associated EDI transaction sets that 
Ohio utilities will use to electronically exchange data with suppliers.  The EDI transaction sets 
that will be used in Ohio are: 

• Ohio814E Enrollment/Historical Usage Request 
• Ohio814C Change Request 
• Ohio814D Drop Request 
• Ohio814R Reinstate Request 
• Ohio814 Response 
• Ohio867 Meter Data 
• Ohio997 Functional Acknowledgement 
• Ohio810 Invoice 
• Ohio820 Payment Order/Remittance Advice 
• Ohio824 Application Advice (for 810, 820, and 867 errors) 
• Ohio248 Account Assignment/Inquiry and Service/Status (Write-Off) 
• Ohio568 Contract Payment (Available after 6/1/01 and only when CG&E purchases 

receivables)    

Each 814 request requires a response to ensure that the request has been accepted.  If the 
request is rejected, the response provides reasons for the rejection. 

A 997 functional acknowledgement will follow all EDI transmissions.  This functional 
acknowledgement provides for verification of receipt of data and reports the extent to which the 
syntax complies with the standards.  This, in addition to the archiving of all EDI transmissions, 
provides the audit trail necessary to verify receipt of all EDI transmissions by suppliers and 
CG&E.  This information may be used to resolve customer, CG&E, or supplier inquiries or 
disputes. 

Business process scenarios provide for a content response to be sent after a request.  The 
response provides for further validation of the contents of the request against the business rules 
and indicates whether the request was successfully processed.  The response contains a code 
indicating whether the request was accepted or rejected.  If rejected, the response provides 
reasons for the rejection. 

Note:  The OSPO-EDE Working Group agreed that all EDI transactions have the same 
processing requirements.  Therefore, all EDI transactions must be received 12 or more 
days prior to the next meter reading date to be processed effective on that meter reading 
date. 
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Historical Usage 

A supplier, with the proper authorization, may request historical usage for any customer.  The 
following scenario illustrates the use of the EDI Ohio814E for requesting customer historical 
usage. 

 
Historical Usage Request (Ohio814E for Historical Usage) 

This scenario describes the transactions used when a supplier requests historical usage 
information separate from the enrollment process.  A Request for Historical Usage Request 
(Ohio814E for History) is used.  A Request for Historical Usage Response (Ohio814 
RESPONSE) is required to indicate acceptance or rejection of the request for usage.  If 
historical usage data is being requested, it will be sent using the Historical Usage (Ohio867) 
transaction.  If interval data is requested, the data will be placed on a web server.  Each 
supplier will have a secure identification number and password to access interval data for 
their enrolled customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The supplier sends a Request for Historical Usage (Ohio814E for Historical Usage) to 
CG&E. 

2. CG&E sends a Request for Historical Usage Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to the 
supplier indicating that usage will be submitted on a Historical Usage (Ohio867) 
transaction for summary data.  For interval data, the requestor will be notified of the 
availability and location of the data. 

• If historical information is available, CG&E sends the customer Historical Usage 
(Ohio867) to the supplier.   

• If historical information is not available, a rejection will be sent to the supplier 
using a Request for Historical Usage Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE). 

Supplier CG&E

Request for Historical Usage (Ohio814E Historical Usage)

Historical Usage Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)

Historical Usage (Ohio867)
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Enrollments and Drops 

The following list of scenarios and procedures are to be observed to ensure proper 
management of a customer’s selection of a supplier and changes to that selection.  Several 
variations of the EDI 814 transaction are used for these scenarios. 

• Enrollment Request (Ohio814E) 
• Supplier Initiates Drop Request (Ohio814D) 
• Customer Initiates Drop Request (Ohio814D) 
• CG&E Initiates Drop Request (Ohio814D) 
• Customer Contacts CG&E to Rescind a Supplier Selection (Ohio814D and Ohio814R) 
• Customer Contacts CG&E to Rescind a Pending Supplier Drop (Ohio814D and 

Ohio814R) 
• Reinstate Supplier From Drop Sent in Error (Ohio814D and Ohio814R) 
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Enrollment Request (Ohio814E) 

This scenario describes the steps necessary for CG&E to process a customer’s request for 
electric service from a specific supplier when the customer is not currently receiving service 
or does not have any pending service requests with another supplier.  The enrollment 
(Ohio814E) is used to notify CG&E that the customer has selected a particular supplier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The customer authorizes the supplier to submit an enrollment request on his behalf. 

2. The supplier sends an Enrollment Request (Ohio814E) to CG&E.  The Enrollment 
Request must contain a valid CG&E customer account number to be accepted. 

3. CG&E sends an Enrollment Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to the supplier.  The 
response will normally mirror the request and will include the scheduled start date for 
the service. 

4. If accepted, CG&E sends a customer confirmation letter notifying them of their 
selected supplier and the scheduled start date. 

5. If rejected, the Ohio814 RESPONSE to the supplier will identify a rejection reason 
code. 

 

Customer

CG&E

Enrollment Request (Ohio814E)

Enrollment Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)Supplier

Requests Service

Notifies Customer
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Supplier Initiates Drop Request (Ohio814D) 

This scenario describes the steps necessary for CG&E to process a supplier’s request to 
cancel supply for a customer.  In this case, CG&E will return the customer to its standard 
service tariff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The supplier sends a letter notifying the customer that they are being dropped. 

2. The supplier sends a Drop Notification (Ohio814D) to CG&E. 

3. CG&E sends a Drop Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE) to the supplier. 

Note:  A rejection should only occur if CG&E could not determine the customer to be 
dropped. 

4. CG&E sends the customer a confirmation letter notifying them that the supplier has 
dropped them. 

Note:  A supplier can rescind a drop that was submitted in error by sending CG&E 
an Ohio 814 R Reinstate within seven days after CG&E receives the 
Ohio814D. 

 

Customer

CG&E

Drop Notification (Ohio814D)

Drop Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)Supplier

Notifies
Customer

Notifies Customer
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Customer Initiates Drop Request (Ohio814D) 

This scenario describes the steps necessary for CG&E to process a customer’s request to 
return to CG&E or a previous supplier, or to discontinue service altogether.  If the customer 
wishes to select another supplier, they must contact that supplier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The customer contacts CG&E to drop a supplier or return to bundled services.  (Some 
EDUs will not process a drop request from the customer.) 

2. CG&E sends a Drop Notification (Ohio814D) to the supplier with an effective date. 

3. The supplier sends a Drop Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE) to CG&E. 

Note: A rejection should only occur if the supplier could not determine the customer 
to be dropped. 

4. CG&E sends the customer a confirmation letter notifying them that the supplier has 
been dropped. 

Note: A customer cannot rescind a drop initiated by CG&E or a supplier.  Should the 
customer wish to reinstate the supplier, they must contact the supplier and 
enter a new agreement.  The supplier should then submit an Enrollment 
Request (Ohio814E). 

 

Customer

Supplier

Drop Notification (Ohio814D)

Drop Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE)
CG&E

Requests supplier
be dropped

Notifies
Customer
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CG&E Initiates Drop Request (Ohio814D) 

This scenario describes the steps necessary for CG&E to notify a supplier that they are 
disconnecting a customer who is receiving supply from the supplier.  This assumes that the 
customer has been notified that they will be disconnected and the customer’s electric 
service has been terminated, or that the customer is enrolling with another supplier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. A new supplier sends an Enrollment Request (Ohio814E) to CG&E. 

2. CG&E sends an Enrollment Response (Ohio814RESPONSE) to the new supplier. 

3. CG&E sends a Drop Notification (Ohio814D) to the old supplier. 

4. The old supplier sends a Drop Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE) to CG&E. 

Note:  A rejection should only occur if the supplier could not determine the customer to 
be dropped. 

5. CG&E sends the customer a letter notifying them that they have been disconnected. 

 

Customer

CG&E
Drop Notification (Ohio814D)

Drop Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE)
Supplier 1

Notifies Customer

Supplier 2
Enrollment Request (Ohio814E)

Enrollment Response (Ohio814RESPONSE)
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Customer Contacts CG&E to Rescind a Supplier Selection (Ohio814D and 
Ohio814R) 

This scenario describes the procedure that CG&E will use to process a customer rescind 
request.  This scenario assumes that CG&E has already received an enrollment request 
from a supplier for a customer and that the customer has requested that CG&E rescind the 
request. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The customer contacts CG&E to rescind a supplier selection within seven days of 
CG&E’s receipt of an enrollment (Ohio814E). 

2. CG&E sends a Drop Notification (Ohio814D) to the new supplier. 

3. If there is no previous pending supplier and there is a current active supplier, CG&E 
sends a Reinstatement Notification (Ohio 814R) to the current active supplier. 

4. The supplier receiving the Drop Notification (Ohio 814D) sends a Drop Notification 
Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to CG&E. 

Note: A rejection should occur only if the supplier could not determine the customer 
to be dropped. 

5. If a Reinstatement Notification (Ohio814R) was sent, the recipient supplier sends a 
Reinstatement Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to CG&E. 

Note: A rejection should only occur if the supplier could not determine the customer 
to be dropped. 

6. If the supplier no longer wishes to supply this customer, they must accept this 
reinstatement, then issue a drop to CG&E. 

 

Customer

Current
Supplier

Drop Notification (Ohio814D)

Drop Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)

CG&E

Notifies
Customer

Reinstatement Notification (Ohio814R)

Reinstatement Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)

Requests
Rescind

New
Supplier
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Customer Contacts CG&E to Rescind a Pending Supplier Drop (Ohio814D and 
Ohio814R) 

This scenario describes the procedure that CG&E will use to process a customer request to 
rescind a pending supplier drop that the customer initiated.  This scenario assumes that 
CG&E has already received a request to return to CG&E from the customer and that the 
customer has requested that CG&E rescind the request. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The customer contacts CG&E to request a return to CG&E. 

2. CG&E sends a Drop Notification (Ohio814D) to the supplier. 

3. The supplier receives the Drop Notification (Ohio 814D) and sends a Drop Notification 
Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to CG&E. 

Note: A rejection should occur only if the supplier could not determine the customer 
to be dropped. 

4. Within 7 days of the original drop request, the customer contacts CG&E to request that 
CG&E rescind the drop.  They have changed their mind and want to stay with their 
current supplier. 

5. CG&E sends a Reinstatement Notification (Ohio814R) to the currently active supplier 
to reinstate the customer with that supplier. 

6. The supplier sends a Reinstatement Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to 
CG&E. 

Note: A rejection should only occur if the supplier could not determine the customer 
to be dropped. 

7. If the supplier no longer wishes to supply this customer, they must accept this 
reinstatement, then issue a drop to CG&E. 

 

Customer

Supplier

Drop Notification (Ohio814D)

Drop Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)

CG&E

Notifies
Customer

Reinstatement Notification (Ohio814R)

Reinstatement Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)

Request
to return
to CG&E

Rescinds
request
to return
to CG&E
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Reinstate Supplier from Drop Sent in Error (Ohio814D and Ohio814R) 

This scenario describes the steps necessary for reinstating an active supplier from a 
pending drop that was sent in error to CG&E by the supplier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The supplier sent a Drop Notification (Ohio814D) to CG&E by mistake. 

2. The supplier sends a Reinstatement Notification (Ohio814R) to CG&E within 7 days. 

3. CG&E sends a Reinstatement Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to the 
supplier. 

 

Customer

Supplier

Drop Notification (Ohio814D)

Drop Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)

CG&E

Notifies
Customer

of Dop

Reinstatement Notification (Ohio814R)

Reinstatement Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE)

Notify Customer of Reinstate
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Customer Accounts 

The following scenarios describe changes to a customer’s account that require information to be 
exchanged between CG&E and the supplier. 

• CG&E Account Information Change (Ohio814C) 
• Supplier Information Change (Ohio814C) 

 

CG&E Account Information Change (Ohio 814C) 

This scenario describes the steps necessary for CG&E to notify a supplier of a change in 
customer information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. CG&E sends a Change Notification (Ohio814C) to the supplier. 

2. The supplier sends a Change Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE) to CG&E. 

3. CG&E sends the following information on change notifications:  

• meter change-out 

• meter addition 

• account number change 

 

Supplier

Change Notification (Ohio814C)

Change Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE)
CG&E
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Supplier Information Change (Ohio814C) 

This scenario describes the steps necessary for a supplier to notify CG&E of a change in the 
customer information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The supplier sends a Change Notification (Ohio814C) to CG&E for any of the following 
changes: 

• CS account number change 
• CS rate change 
• CS “Billing Type” change 

2. CG&E sends the Change Notification Response (Ohio814 RESPONSE) to the 
supplier. 

Customer

Supplier

Change Notification (Ohio814C)

Change Notification Response (Ohio814RESPONSE)CG&E

Notification
of change
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Customer Billing 

The following scenarios describe the process for ensuring the proper sharing of billing, sales 
tax, and consumption information. 

• Utility Consolidated Billing (Ohio810) 
• Dual Billing (Meter read by CG&E) (Ohio867) 

 

Utility Consolidated Billing (Ohio810) 

This scenario describes the transactions used when CG&E offers the single billing option 
(Ohio810).  The Ohio867 transaction is used to transmit usage information as captured from 
the meter for both monthly and interval metered customers.  It is also used to transmit 
unmetered usage for non-metered accounts.  The Ohio810 transaction is used to transmit 
monthly usage and billing components used to generate a customer invoice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. CG&E reads the meter and sends Usage (Ohio867) to the supplier. 

Note: For interval meter customers, a charge of $24 will be billed to the supplier when 
detailed data is sent.  Detailed data is the default.  There is no charge for 
summary data, but the supplier must indicate a code of “summary only” on the 
enrollment (Ohio814E) to let CG&E know they only want summary data. 

2. The supplier receives the usage information, acknowledges, accepts/rejects the 
usage, plus a code identifying the reason for the rejection. 

3. CG&E calculates the supplier portion of the bill based on the rates submitted by the 
supplier. 

4. CG&E sends the Billing Information (Ohio810) to the supplier.  The Ohio810 contains 
information about what was billed to the customer on the supplier’s behalf. 

5. CG&E calculates their portion and invoices both customer charges. 

Note: If the Ohio810 and/or Ohio867 are in error, the supplier will send an Ohio824 
advice transaction. 

Customer

Supplier

Usage (Ohio867)

Billing (Ohio810)
CG&E

Invoice

Application Advice (Ohio824)
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Dual Billing (Meter read by CG&E) (Ohio867) 

This scenario describes the transactions used when CG&E and the supplier submit separate 
bills to the customer.  CG&E will send customer usage information to the supplier.  The 
default is detailed usage information.  If the supplier only wants summary information, they 
must let CG&E know that or they will be charged for the detailed information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. CG&E reads the meter and sends Usage (Ohio867) to the supplier. 

Note: For interval meter customers, a charge of $24 will be billed to the supplier when 
detailed data is sent.  Detailed data is the default.  There is no charge for 
summary data, but the supplier must indicate a code of “summary only” on the 
enrollment (Ohio814E) to let CG&E know they only want summary data. 

2. CG&E and the supplier calculate their own charges. 

3. CG&E invoices the customer for their portion of the bill. 

4. The supplier invoices the customer for their portion of the bill. 

Note: If the Ohio867 is in error, the supplier will send an Ohio824 advice transaction  

Customer

Supplier

Usage (Ohio867)

CG&E

Invoice Invoice

Application Advice (Ohio824)
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Customer Payment and Remittance 

The following scenarios describe how payments are handled and reported.  Payment is to be 
made consistent with the current trading partner banking arrangements. 

• Consolidated Billing – CG&E Remittance to Supplier (Ohio820) 
• Customer Payment – Dual Billing 
• Contract Payment Management (Ohio568) 

 

Consolidated Billing – CG&E Remittance to Supplier (Ohio820) 

This scenario illustrates the transaction used to provide payments to suppliers from CG&E 
upon receipt of payments from customers. CG&E sends the supplier detail payment 
information, and CG&E’s bank sends the supplier’s bank their portion of the payments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The customer sends a payment to CG&E. 

2. CG&E sends Payment Details (Ohio820) to the supplier. 

3. CG&E sends an electronic notification to its bank that a payment has been  
 received on a certain account on behalf of a supplier. 

4. CG&E’s bank initiates an Automated Clearing House (ACH) payment to the supplier’s 
bank. 

Note: If the Ohio820 is in error, the supplier will send an Ohio824 advice transaction. 

Customer

Supplier

Payment Detail (Ohio820)

CG&E

Payment

Application Advice (Ohio824)

CG&E’s Bank Supplier’s
BankPayment
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 Contract Payment Management (Ohio568) 

This scenario illustrates the transaction used to record and track the payment habits of a 
supplier’s customer base and prevent any surprises for the supplier should CG&E 
disconnect a customer for non-payment and issue an unexpected drop to the supplier.  This 
transaction is only used for those suppliers with which CG&E has a Purchase Receivables 
Agreement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. CG&E sends a contract payment report (Ohio568) to the supplier to indicate the 
customer has actually made a payment and identifies the amount forwarded to the 
supplier. 

Note: CG&E will offer the option to purchase receivables around 6/1/01. 

 

Supplier
Contract Payment Management (Ohio568)

CG&E

Customer
Payment
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Write-Offs 

The following scenario represents the steps necessary for the billing party (CG&E) to notify the 
non-billing party (the supplier) that they will no longer pursue remittance activities for the non-
billing party’s charges. 

• Write-Off (Ohio248) 

 

Write-Off (Ohio248) 

This scenario illustrates the transaction used to provide notification to the supplier (non-
billing party) from CG&E (billing party) that CG&E will no longer be pursuing remittance for 
the supplier’s charges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. CG&E sends an EDI Ohio248 Write-Off transaction to the supplier. 

Note: If the Ohio248 is in error, the supplier will send an Ohio824 advice transaction.  

 

 

Supplier

Write-Off (Ohio248)

CG&E Application Advice (Ohio824)

 


